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[Delphi, the theatre]
[Various clippings and photographs of Kenneth Macpherson]
[Various clippings and photographs of Kenneth Macpherson and others]
[Various clippings and photographs and H.D. kneeling]
[Various clippings and photographs of Kenneth Macpherson and Classical ruins]
[Various clippings and photographs, H.D. at water's edge and Classical ruins]
[Various clippings and photographs of Classical sculpture and a child]
Various clippings depicting the Observatory at Upper Darby and Classical architecture
[Clippings of Classical sculpture]
Clippings of Classical sculpture, Bronze Charioteer at Delphi and others
[Various photographs]
[Collage, wooded landscape with Classical figures and others]
Various clippings and photographs
Various clippings and photographs depicting Richard Aldington and D.H. Lawrence
[Various clippings and photographs, possibly Bryher]
Various clippings and photographs of Bryher
Various clippings and photographs of Bryher
Various clippings and photographs, Classical sculpture, possibly H.D.?
Various clippings with Classical figures and others
Clippings of Classical sculpture and others including metope of the Zeus Temple depicting Atlas
[Various clippings and photographs, possibly Brigit Patmore?]
Clippings of Classical ruins with H.D.
Clippings of Classical ruins with H.D.
[Various clippings and photographs of H.D. and Classical sculpture portraying Hygieia from Epidaurus]
[Photograph of H.D. by Man Ray]
[Various clippings including Classical sculpture]
[Photograph, reclining nude, possibly H.D.?]
[Photograph, kneeling nude, possibly H.D.?]
[Photograph, nude on rocks, possibly H.D.?]
Various clippings and photographs of sculpture and unidentified women and children
[Various photographs of H.D. and others]
[Various photographs]
Various photographs of H.D. and others arrayed around a roulette wheel
[Various photographs depicting unidentified individuals and a small monkey]
[Various photographs and clippings including a snake and children]